
Question :  
When was the last time you flew over/under 
in/around LAX Airspace?  

Question :  
When was the last time you flew over the  
top of LAX?  

Why? : Why not?  

Why? : Why not?  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First Question … 	Open question – invite discussion with the Why : Why not question Second question … 	Challenge a bit more intimidating – invite discussion with Why : Why not question.  



Let’s Talk About the LA Basin …  
●FAA says it is the most complex airspace in the world  

 

● The Basin is geographically constrained by mountains and sea.  
    The mountains that range to 11,000 feet; and with nothing  
     to the west but ocean. 
 ● The airspace serves between 13 and 15 million people; 
    one of the largest population centers in the world.  
● Year-round good-flying weather  

● The largest center of  mixed aviation users in the country –  
  student • airlines • varied military operations, •  air taxi services • ,   
  charter services • commercial operators • emergency police and fire 
  services •  media reporters • tour services.  
 Given this complexity – Lets have a brief review of the Basin  
and a look at some major in-flight “HotSpots”.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
General Overview of what causes the Hot Spots in SCAUWG’s view

http://www.scauwg.org/
http://www.scauwg.org/
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Los Angeles basin is truly surrounded by mountains; fairly imposing mountains in fact. Within the basin, there are ranges of imposing hills. And there’s very little, other than a few off-shore islands, west of the shore line for some 2000 miles. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
In  addition to the mountains, the LA Basin is dominated by Class B airspace extending beyond the 30-mile radius to the east … four Class C airspace airports with three either abutting or under the Class B veil.  There are 13 Class D airports (red circles) and seven  airports (Originally eight when this map was created, but Rialto has since closed) with no towers (oblong circles). There is also restricted military airspace on the southeast perimeter.  
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Simi Valley : Santa Clarita 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Semi Valley/Magic Mountain has multiple VFR transitions routes – for those going west toward the Coast in the Ventura area; and for this transiting north over the Tejon Pass to Bakersfield. In addition, the area has three listed practice areas serving Camarillo, Van Nuys, Santa Paula, Whitman, and Burbank airports. There is now an aerobatic airspace area in the area.  And the area sits on the border of the Hang Glider practice area to the east. In addition, the arrival to Burbank brings jet traffic down to 5,000 ft. over the Semi Valley practice areas.  That area ALSO feeds to the ILS approaches to Camarillo and Point Magu Naval Airbase. And ATC uses the area as a vectoring point for the VOR A approach to VNY in the area. An outer marker for the ILS to VNY, an arrival path for jet aircraft to Burbank and Van Nuys, the end of an arrival to Burbank also feed through this spot. And There is also a departure routed through the same transition space. 



El Monte : Santa Fe Flood Basin  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 210 And 10 freeways parallel the Class B Airspace to the north. The 210 is particularly safe, nestling against the mountains.   Many pilots fly north toward the 210, staying away from the Class B airspace, heading toward the Cajon or Banning passes for exiting the Basin to the east; and towards the San Fernando/Semi Valleys to the west when headed north.  If one stays north of the 210 at around 3000 feet, one can pretty much avoid all Class B, C, and D airspace going west with the exception of Whitman Field. El Monte airport, a Class D airport, is north of the 10, but only borders on the 210.  However, in the area between El Monte Airport and the Santa Fe Dam area, pilots find themselves in a squeeze trapped between the mountains and the airport. The Santa Fe Flood Basin is a popular helicopter and fixed wing practice area as well.   And the Santa Fe Flood Basin is also a common VFR reporting point for arrivals to El Monte. A second practice area southeast of El Monte huddles under the 4000’ Class B umbrella … east of the 605 and south of the 10The Freeways … 210, 10, and interchanges with the 605 makes the area a common spot for traffic watch aircraft.  And the Toyota Irwindale Speedway and Santa Anita Race Track areas are popular for banner towers; and often have “defacto” TFRs in place when big events are taking place at these locations.
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ONT 
Prado Dam : Corona  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Corona airport is a major problem.  Traffic existing the LA Basin from south of the Class B airspace are “funneled” through the Santa Ana Canyon by Saddleback Mountain on the South and the Chino Hills and Chino Airport airspace on the north; as is traffic from the east heading to airports that are south of the Class B airspace … Orange County, Long Beach, Torrance, Hawthorne, etc.   Further the 91 Freeway through the canyon is a popular helicopter route – not just for police and radio traffic reporting copters; but virtually all helicopters moving to or from the basin to the Inland Empire The pass west of Corona airport is also weather creating factor – with marginal visibility in haze during periods of inversion in the LA Basin. Finally, there are numerous small general aviation airplanes from both Corona and Chino airports.  That traffic is coming/going from the Corona pass area … not just transiting; but climbing out of or descending to Chino and Riverside (not to mention Corona). And there is the instrument approach to Corona … the instrument approach to Chino … and the instrument to Riverside – all major IFR training approaches descending through the 2700’ Class C umbrella.  When they get higher,  the must mix with traffic from Ontario climbing to the South and eventually East toward Thermal VOR. 



KAYOH : Saddleback Mountain  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KAYOH Intersection is located northeast of Orange County airport … on the southern side of Saddleback.  It is the primary final waypoint for commercial jet traffic arriving from the east headed for John Wayne and Long Beach airports. There is a lot of ATC frustration as well as the arrival terminates to radar vectors after KAHYO to the airports the KAHYO Arrival supports. From this point, jet traffic descend fairly quickly and generally with radar vectors.   This area becomes a problem for GA traffic going/coming over Saddleback Mountain. The altitudes of concern are between 4,400 ft. and 10,000 ft. … and under the 3,500 foot Class C umbrella for VFR traffic trying to skirt around the mountain to Corona, Chino or points west (i.e. avoiding the Santa Ana Class C airspace). There is also a fairly large practice area southeast of Orange County below the umbrella area … but up to as high as 7,000 feet to the southeast (including an unpublished aerobatic area in the southeast corner of that practice area). 



IFR Training 

ALBAS Intersection 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ALBAS Intersection, like KAYHO over Saddleback Mountain,  is a primary inbound waypoint for jet arrivals from the north … headed to Long Beach, Santa Ana, or Torrance.  ALBAS sits five miles off the coast, far enough off the shore line to be out of most coastal VFR traffic but close enough to LGB and SNA for good holding pattern training for IFR students. Both pilot and flight instructor are often “heads down” during IFR training … and on summer weekends, is an unrecognized factor for traffic in and outbound to Catalina Island.  



LGB 

EMMA : EVA Oil Platforms   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The EVA and EMMY oil platforms off Huntington Beach combined with the Huntington Beach Pier … are high traffic areas for VFR pilots moving north along the coast … transiting to/from toward Catalina Island …  and the Pier is a primary inbound reporting point for VFR traffic arriving at John Wayne.And this Huntington Beach shore line is extremely popular with the banner tow aircraft originating from airports all over the LA Basin.    And just to keep things “interesting”, the Class D airspace for the Los Alamitos Joint Command Airbase (which hosts the SLI VOR) … as well as Long Beach … both extend to the shoreline – a fact that tends to keep planes off shore while flying along the coast. The problem is compounded by the steady stream of commercial and corporate jets inbound to Long Beach Airport.  The jets are vectored into that area at lower altitudes to capture the ILS approach … arriving from KAYOH and/or the off-shore ALBAS waypoint.  In addition to the jets, LGB is one of the most popular airports for practice instrument approaches, particularly for IFR students learning at SNA, LGB, TOA, and HHR.   Somewhat overhead, also terminating at the ALBAS intersection, are jets arriving from the north and headed to John Wayne’s Santa Ana airport.  Plus the Los Angeles Class B umbrella is overhead; forcing traffic into rapid climbs/descents as they climb/exit the layered open airspace between the Santa Ana Class C top and the Class B base above it.   



Student Pilot Training 
Oil and Ship Servicing  

Queens Gate : Point Fermin 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Queens Gate to Point Fermin (including Angel’s Gate) is a major training area for pilots from Torrance, Hawthorne, Compton, and Long Beach. It involves everything from helicopters to aerobatics, small airplanes to airliners, and is crowded from 500 ft. to 5,000 ft.   Helicopters … particularly those servicing oil rigs and ships off-shore … not to mention the blimps based just north of Long Beach … as well as aircraft from every airport south of LAX … and some enroute from where-ever … congest in this area at all hours. It is also a fairly busy area for pilots flying up and down the coast; and is a “turn-around” point for banner towing aircraft in the eight to nine months of the year.  Now add to all this VFR traffic, the ongoing stream of commercial and corporate jets departing Long Beach over PADDR intersection five miles off shore.  PADDR is a departure point mandated by the fact that Long Beach jet traffic cannot fly further west due to the Class B airspace.And those departures are trapped below two of the enroute VFR corridors through the Class B airspace at LAX.  This area is the single highest “traffic alert” area for commercial jets in the U.S. … due to the high volume of JetBlue traffic flying through this training area.  That’s the primary reason that JetBlue has been … and continues … to push for Class C airspace at the Long Beach airport.      



TOA 

North Long Beach : Freeway Interchange 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The area north of Long Beach where the 91 Freeway and the 710 (Harbor) Freeway is under the Class B umbrella … but there is a 5000’ base to the Class B in most of of it.  So this an “airspace squeeze” … squeezed by all sorts of differing airspace requirements and a lot of traffic transiting east/west  to/from Hawthorne, Torrance, Compton and Long Beach. It includes the non-towered Compton airport ... Where there are still some NORAD aircraft operating.  When the Queens Gate training area is full, it serves as a “back-up” training area for student training due to its easy access from all of the surrounding airports.     A number of freeways cross in the area making it popular for traffic watch, police, and helicopters in general.  There is in and out bound traffic to virtually all of the four … often with students flying.  All of this traffic is trapped under … (a)  Almost all jet departures from Long Beach in a climbing left turn just east through the area … (b) The LAX VFR corridor and the LAX VFR Coastal Route … and (c) includes traffic going to or from Hawthorne airspace transiting the Class B airspace via the Mini Route. 



LAX 

Santa Monica Airport 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The area above the Santa Monica airport is a major issue due to the fact that it is a major arrival (and to a lessor extent, departure) transition for jets arriving at LAX. Further, VFR aircraft traveling along the northern coastline but needing to stay VFR north of the Class B airspace and/or unable to climb over the mountains – transit through this area under the Class B umbrella in order to get to the shoreline.  The area near Santa Monica is complex because it is the arrival and departure point to three of the transitions over LAX. And Santa Monica still has a pretty high traffic count. It is in an area squeezed by airspace, traffic, and procedures, not to mention SMO itself.  Santa Monica has a great number of business jets; all of which use its instrument approach. The major problem is the high number of VFR traffic transiting the lower Class B VFR routes … the Coastal Route, the Mini Route, and the VFR Corridor … which all funnel over the top of Santa Monica airport or the VOR located on the field ... combined with the terrain and airspace restrictions for VFR traffic transiting under the Class B umbrella on the north side of Santa Monic.    The south side of the transitions are not quite as tight as those over Santa Monica because the airspace tends to spread out in a fan shape south of LAX. Although there is still a funnel effect on the south side for north bound traffic, there is a little more space, slightly diverging routes (LAX VOR and Runway 24L numbers at divergent altitudes), with the Hawthorne tower able to separate Mini Route traffic on the south side. 



 

Question :  
What is the best way to  
transit over LAX …  

Question :  
When is it impractical to 
transit the Mini Route?  

… no radio?  
 … when showing  

    friend/relatives LAX 
 

Limited visibility 
Winds from east 

… enroute?   
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First Question Enroute … via Coliseum, Hollywood, or Coastal Route due airspeeds and beyond destinations. Each has north/south levelsNo Radio … Only via Special Flight Rules Area : north/south altitudes :  can’t pass!  Airport View … Mini-Route : Below all others : Only one plane at a time : Tower to tower to tower control Second Question Limited visibility the main answer Also, slower aircraft in front of you (especially SFRA) 

https://skyvector.com/


 

Less Traveled Routes to Get Around the Class B Airspace VFR 

Still … It is  
BEST to be  
talking with  
SOCAL Flight 
Following 
even when 
your VFR 
“underneath”  

Class B Perimeter Routes  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discuss flying “under” the umbrella north/south at the eastern edge … east/west on the northern side (note height of buildings in the 2500’ sector to the north) … and on the southern edge (note HHR to FUL direct at 2500’ and TOA and LGB is 5000’ … although LBG has JetBlue traffic in/out)

https://skyvector.com/


KCNO : KONT : KSBD : KRIV  … What makes this area a HotSpot? 

 

ONT : ONT 
NO Radar below 3000’ in this Area 
 

CNO
 

San Bernardino Airspace 



Let’s Talk About the LA Basin …  

 

Fourth Quiz …  

Question:  
What makes the Los Angeles Basin Complex?  

Geography  
Airspace 
Wide Variety of Aircraft  Types 
Wide Variety of Pilot Skills  

Question:  
Which can be managed day in day-to-day flying?  

Only the Pilots … YOU!!! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
General Summary of what causes the Hot Spots in SCAUWG’s view … and the fact that the only really controllable variable  are pilots – YOU! 

http://www.scauwg.org/


Question :  
What’s the safest way 
across the Class B Airspace? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Summary Slide Question #3 (all answers dealing with the corridor(s) would be correct)



 Questions? 
  

   
   

    
  

Richard Eastman 
CFII MEI 

714 404 3325 
reastman@eastmangroup.com 

http://www.eastmangroup.com/Pilot  20Techniques.html  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Closing Slide This presentation … selected other presentations … some of the literature referenced herein … and other thoughts of mine can be found at my web site – www.eastmangroup.com/pilot_techniques.html -- If you have questions later – I can be reached at reastman@eastmangroup.com 

mailto:reastman@eastmangroup.com
http://www.eastmangroup.com/Pilot Techniques.html
http://www.eastmangroup.com/Pilot Techniques.html#news0
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